LIBERTY HIGH SCHOOL

CREATIVE WRITING

Imagine working in the Creative Writing industry if your favorite subjects are:

Writing, English or Art
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Graduate Degree: A degree of

advanced academic studies a student can pursue
only after first earning a Bachelor’s degree.
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Bachelor’s Degree: The first years of study

will be devoted to general education courses while later
years focus on classes within a defined field of study.

HSD

Associates Degree: A shorter length of
degree than a Bachelor’s degree program. Students will
gain basic technical and academic knowledge to either go to
work or continue in their studies.

Trade School: Usually one-year or
less. Provide specialized hands-on training to do
a specific skill or trade.
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Editor
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Technical Writer
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Journalist
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Copywriter
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Screenwriter
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Desktop Publisher
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Social Media Coordinator
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•Creative Writing is a just
a collection of words put
together to tell a story. Start
your own word collection by
writing down a list of words
that sound interesting to you.

EDUCATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

•Create a list of more exciting
verbs to use in your writing.
For example instead of using
the verb “eat” you could use
the verb “gobble.” What other
everyday verbs can you replace
with stronger verbs?

INVESTIGATE

•Reading is the best way
to become a good writer.
Discover a new author that
you enjoy reading. How else
can you explore in the area of
CREATIVE WRITING?
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•The Oregonian
•Oni Press
•Hawthorne Books
•Inkwater Press

It’s never to soon to become aware, eligible & prepared for life after high school.

